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Kingdom of

Lesotho

BACKGROUND 

Land and Climate

Lesotho (pronounced “le-SUE-too”), a small, mountainous

country about the size of Belgium or the U.S. state of

Maryland, is located in the east-central part of South Africa

and is completely surrounded by that country. Lesotho is

divided into three basic geographic regions: the lowlands, at

about 5,000 feet (1,500 meters) above sea level; the foothills;

and the highlands, which include peaks of 11,000 feet (3,300

meters). Most of Lesotho's agricultural areas and population

centers are located in the western lowlands. The Caledon

River (Mohokare River) forms much of the western border.

The Orange River (Senqu River) divides the Maluti

Mountains (in central Lesotho) from the Drakensberg

Mountains (on the eastern border). Lesotho's waterways are

utilized for hydroelectric power and other economic

development. The multi-phase Lesotho Highlands Water

Project began in 1986. Two dams are completed and more

dams are planned as part of the project to generate electricity,

provide irrigation and potable water, improve highland access

(with new roads), and store water that is sold to South Africa.

     Because of its high elevation, Lesotho has a pleasant

climate for most of the year. Its sunny skies (which occur

three hundred days a year, on average) are increasingly

inviting to tourists. Summer extends from November to

January, and winter is between May and July. Most rain falls

from October to April. Lowland temperatures reach 86°F

(30°C) in the summer and drop to 19°F (-7°C) in the winter.

The highlands are cooler; the mountains receive sporadic

snow in winter.

History

United Tribes 

The history of Lesotho, once called Basutoland, began when

the Basotho nation was formed from the remnants of tribes

scattered by Zulu and Matebele raids in the early 1800s.

Moshoeshoe (pronounced “mo-SHWAY-shway”) the Great

united the people and ruled for almost 50 years (1823–70).

During a series of wars in the mid-1800s, Moshoeshoe lost

considerable territory to the Boers (white settlers of Dutch,

French Huguenot, and German descent). After he appealed to

Queen Victoria for protection, Britain annexed Basutoland as

a territory in 1868.

     Colonial Rule

In 1871, Basutoland was annexed by Britain's Cape Colony

(which later became part of South Africa), but the people

revolted and Basutoland became a separate British colony in

1884. Even when South Africa was formed in 1910,

Basutoland remained under the British crown. South Africa

expected to someday annex the region but was never

successful. Internal self-rule was introduced in 1959, when a

new constitution allowed for an elected legislature.

Basutoland was granted full independence from Britain as the

Kingdom of Lesotho in 1966. A constitutional monarchy was

established with King Moshoeshoe II as head of state and

Chief Leabua Jonathan as prime minister.

     Coups and Party Politics

In 1970, Jonathan suspended the constitution and dissolved

Parliament to keep his Basutoland National Party (BNP), later

called the Basotho National Party, in power. Elections in
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1985 were designed to favor the BNP and were boycotted by

other parties. Jonathan was finally ousted by a bloodless coup

in 1986. A six-man military council took over and technically

vested power in the hands of King Moshoeshoe II. In reality,

the king had little authority, and the military junta ruled the

country. After a power struggle in 1990, the king was forced

into exile and replaced by his son, King Letsie III, who was

expected to be a puppet leader.

     The junta promised to restore civilian rule by 1992. In

1993 elections, the Basotholand Congress Party (BCP), later

called the Basotho Congress Party, soundly defeated the BNP,

and BCP leader Ntsu Mokhehle became prime minister. With

military backing, King Letsie dissolved Parliament and the

BCP government in August 1994. Intense pressure and

domestic unrest forced him to reinstate Mokhehle's elected

government a few weeks later. Letsie was able to have his

father, Moshoeshoe II, reinstated as king in 1995.

Moshoeshoe II died in a car accident in 1996. King Letsie

returned to the throne under a pledge not to interfere with

politics.

     Mokhehle split with the BCP and created a new ruling

party, the Lesotho Congress for Democracy (LCD), in 1997.

The following year, Mokhehle retired and Pakalitha Mosisili

replaced him as LCD leader. The party won 1998 elections,

and Mosisili was named prime minister. Opposition leaders

claimed the elections had been rigged. The disputed poll

sparked an army mutiny and violent opposition protests. Riots

and looting devastated Maseru and other cities. South Africa

and Botswana intervened militarily to restore order; their

forces left in 2000. Mosisili and the LCD won elections in

2002 and 2007, though the LCD split in early 2012 following

an internal power struggle. Mosisili and his supporters in

Parliament formed a new party, which won a plurality in May

2012 elections, but Mosisili was forced to resign as prime

minister when opposition parties formed a coalition

government. Tom Thabane was appointed the new prime

minister, but his government was upset in 2014 by an

attempted coup.

     Political Instability

In 2015, Prime Minister Thobane fled to South Africa,

claiming his life was in danger. In an effort to restore

stability, a parliamentary election was then held, returning

former prime minister Mosisili to power. In 2017, Thobane

returned from South Africa and led a successful vote of no

confidence against Prime Minister Mosisili. The vote led to

Lesotho's third election in five years, in which Mosisili's

Democratic Congress party narrowly beat Thabane's All

Basotho Convention. The instability caused by a lack of clear

political majority and the presence of politically related

violence has made it difficult for Lesotho to overcome

poverty, unemployment, and weak educational and healthcare

systems.

     Recent Events and Trends

• Water project: In October 2016, the Lesotho Highlands

Water Project offered reassurance that Lesotho would provide

its agreed-upon amount of water to South Africa in coming

years despite major drought in Lesotho and a delay in the

planned construction of additional dams.

• Shooting: In June 2017, the wife of prime minister Tom

Thabane was shot dead while traveling with a friend just days

before her husband's inauguration. Lipolelo and Thabane had

been separated since 2012 and were in the process of getting a

divorce. Though the motive of the shooting was not

immediately established, analysts worried that the killing

could spark another wave of violence in this politically

volatile country.

• Commanders' deaths: In September 2017, army

commander Khoantle Motsomotso was fatally shot after

gunmen engaged in a battle with his bodyguards and other

soldiers. His death follows the murder of another commander,

Maaparanko Mahao, in 2015. South African president Jacob

Zuma has warned that the murders constitute a dangerous

pattern in this politically unstable country.

THE PEOPLE 

Population

The people of Lesotho are called Basotho (pronounced

“ba-SUE-too”), or Mosotho (pronounced “mo-SUE-too”) for

a single person. Between the 16th and 19th centuries, an

influx of Sesotho-speaking peoples (refugees from tribal wars

in surrounding areas) populated the region. This led to the

development of the Basotho (or Sotho) ethnic group, giving

Lesotho a largely homogeneous population. Rather than by

ethnic group, Basotho sometimes distinguish themselves by

clan, though these ties are weakening. There are only small

numbers of Xhosa, Baphuti, San, and Griqua, as well as

Europeans, Indians, and Chinese. A minority of the

population lives in urban areas.

Language

Both English and Sesotho are official languages. Nearly all

inhabitants speak Sesotho (also called Southern Sotho), a

Bantu language written with Roman letters; most speak as a

first language. Many people can speak English. It is used in

business and is the language of school instruction beginning

in the fifth year. Zulu, Xhosa, and Afrikaans are spoken by

those who have lived or worked in South Africa. Also

common are pidgin languages that combine several local

languages.

Religion

Eighty percent of the population is Christian. Many people

attend church weekly. The nation's three largest churches are

the Roman Catholic Church, the Lesotho Evangelical Church,

and the Anglican Church of Lesotho. Christian missions are

scattered throughout the country. There are also small

Muslim, Hindu and Baha'i communities, mostly in the

northeast. About 20 percent of the population follows various

indigenous belief systems. Some Basotho Christians continue

to practice some indigenous traditions or rites along with

Christianity. Religious freedom is respected.

General Attitudes

The Basotho are generally courteous, friendly people who are

warm and hospitable to others. They may laugh when

embarrassed and can at times be loud and boisterous. Basotho
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tend to avoid personal confrontation. Hence, they often say

what they think another person wants to hear or what would

please the listener, even if reality or intentions might be

otherwise. Lesotho's citizens are generally proud of their

independent nation, even if it is surrounded by (and somewhat

economically dependent on) a larger, more powerful country.

Many people must go to South Africa to find work.

     Individual shrewdness and independence are highly

valued. Many have a strong entrepreneurial drive. Wealth is

measured in cattle or sheep. Basotho, especially in rural areas,

tend to display a sort of passive optimism, believing that

others will help them if they have trouble or that life will take

care of itself. Basotho tend to be proud of their families and

treat the elderly with great respect. Raising one's children

well is considered one of life's greatest achievements.

Personal Appearance

The Basotho typically dress in conservative, Western-style

clothing but often cover their clothes with a beautifully

designed wool blanket, especially in rural areas. The blanket

is used as a warm robe for cool evenings or to carry infants on

their mothers' backs. Women tie it at the waist and men fold it

on the shoulder when daytime temperatures warm up. Hats

are common for men and women. People wear many types of

hats, including baseball caps. Most hats are woven from

straw. The mokorotlo, or molianyeoe, is the traditional hat of

Lesotho; it is conical in shape, much like the roof of a rural

home, and has an intricately designed knob on top. This

design was inspired by Mount Qiloane, a conical-shaped

mountain in Lesotho. Women generally do not wear shorts;

rural women rarely wear slacks. People tend to be clean, neat,

and concerned with an orderly appearance. Shoes especially

are generally kept neat and polished.

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 

Greetings

Greetings tend to be somewhat formal. Upon shaking hands,

two people greet by saying either Lumela (Hello) or Khotso

(Peace be with you). This is followed by the phrase U phela

joang? (How are you?). If acquainted, each makes polite

inquiries about the other's family. They also typically ask U

tsoa kae? (Where are you coming from?) and U ea kae?

(Where are you going?); an explanation is expected. The

greeting process eventually evolves into a conversation.

Greeting habits vary somewhat, depending on whether men,

women, young adults, or children are involved. Personal

space among Basotho tends to be close. In farewells, the

person leaving says Sala hantle (Stay well). The one staying

says Tsamaea hantle (Go well). In very formal situations, one

addresses others by title; otherwise one uses given names.

     Often, Basotho are addressed as abuti (brother) and ausi

(sister) until marriage, at which time they become ntate

(father) and ’m’e (“mother,” pronounced “mmay”). A mother

can then be referred to using her child’s name. For example, if

a woman's firstborn son is named Thabi, the mother might

commonly be called ’M’e MaThabi (meaning “married

woman, mother of Thabi”).

Gestures

Pointing with the index finger is considered impolite. One

passes items with the right hand or both hands. It is common

for friends of the same gender to walk down the street holding

hands. If two people meet on the street and stop to shake

hands and greet, they may hold the handshake throughout the

conversation, regardless of their respective gender.

Otherwise, members of the opposite sex do not touch or

display affection in public. People use subtle movements of

the head and eyes to convey positive or negative responses to

something.

Visiting

The Basotho are considered hospitable hosts and most enjoy

having guests. Unannounced visits are very common among

friends, especially in rural areas, as telephone and mail

connections are not extensive. Upon arriving, a visitor knocks

on the door (or yells from outside the enclosure of the family

compound) and says Ko ko (Knock knock). The hosts can

then recognize the voice and know a friendly visitor has

arrived; they say Kena (Come in), and the visitor may enter

the home. It is extremely discourteous to enter without

announcing one's presence in this way, even if the door is

open. Unannounced visits by those who do not personally

know the host are less frequent.

     When visitors arrive, even if unexpected, it is polite for the

hosts to invite them to stay for something to eat or drink. If

visitors are far from home, the hosts offer them shelter for the

night. Guests are nearly always served refreshments, such as

tea and perhaps cookies or crackers in urban areas and

motoho (a traditional porridge made from sorghum) in rural

areas. The Basotho customarily have tea and refreshments in

the afternoon, and in rural areas, afternoon guests are often

served a full meal as well. Guests generally are not expected

to bring gifts, but urban residents commonly bring something

to rural relatives.

     Socializing takes place not only in the home but also at

public places such as the market or moreneng (chief

compound) during a pitso (community meeting). The local

chief calls a pitso to share important news or discuss an issue.

If the news is good, an impromptu party may occur.

Eating

People generally eat three meals a day. Breakfast is eaten

between 6 and 9 a.m. Workers usually take a tea break at 10

a.m. Lunch is the main meal and is eaten at midday. People in

urban areas eat in the continental style; the fork is in the left

hand and the knife remains in the right. In villages, people

often eat with their right hand or use a spoon, depending on

the food.

     When families are not able to sit down together for a meal,

food is left simmering on the stove around mealtime; when

individual family members are ready to eat, they serve

themselves and eat alone. This eating arrangement is

somewhat common due to busy schedules, especially among

working men. When the family or group does eat together, the

men and/or any important guests of either gender are served

first. When they are satisfied, the women and children eat the
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remainder of the meal. Each person has a separate dish from

which to eat. Finishing everything on one's plate is proper;

men might have second helpings.

LIFESTYLE 

Family

Structure

Traditionally, Basotho had many children, perhaps five or

more. In some areas of the country, families continue to be

this large, but generally the number of children per family has

decreased to three or fewer, especially among urban families

with educated parents. Increased cost of living and greater

access to family planning services contribute significantly to

this decrease. However, it is common in both urban and rural

areas for members of extended families to live together.

     Parents and Children

Family members are expected to help one another, and all

those living in a compound contribute to its welfare by doing

chores, cooking, minding cattle, raising chickens, working for

a wage and sharing part of it, and so forth. Raising cattle is

the work of men and boys, while tasks such as washing and

cooking are performed by women and girls. Children work

hard and get up early to finish chores before going to school.

If one person in an extended family falls on hard times, other

family members are expected to help if possible. However,

they are not expected to sacrifice their own needs to provide

this help.

     When a man dies, his possessions traditionally are granted

to his first-born son. If he does not have a son, the inheritance

will go to his brother or another male relative if he does not

have a brother. The one who receives the inheritance is

expected to provide for the man’s widow and any other

person in his care. Women are not eligible to receive an

inheritance.

     Gender Roles

Lesotho has a strong patriarchal society centered on the

family. However, because men have traditionally worked

outside the country (usually in South Africa, where pay and

benefits are usually higher) during much of the year, women

make many decisions and do most of the farm work. Women

also work in road construction and in service occupations.

Close to 60 percent of women are employed, and women are

also playing a greater role in local government.

     Women enjoy formal legal equality with men, but

traditional customs sometimes result in discrimination. With

the increase in the number of women being educated, family

responsibilities are changing; men and women increasingly

share household duties (such as cleaning, caring for children,

and preparing and serving food) that were once the sole

domain of women. Urban families often have maids, giving

both men and women less work to do around the house and

allowing them both to work outside the home. In rural areas,

where wealth is measured in terms of the number of cattle and

sheep owned, wealthy families often employ others to help

care for the home and the livestock.

Housing

While nuclear families in cities like Maseru often live alone,

most rural extended families share a compound. These

compounds include several buildings, a garden, and a living

space for animals (lesaka, also called a kraal). The traditional

home (mokhoro, also called a rondavel) is circular. It is built

of stone or sticks held together with a mixture of clay and

cow dung. This mixture dries as hard as concrete and can be

painted. Before it dries, people often inscribe intricate

geometric designs (called litema) on the outside of the home

to beautify it. Walls are thick, and the home is covered by a

thatched roof. To keep out cold, only a few small square

windows are constructed. The size of the main home reflects

the family's economic status—the wealthier the family, the

larger the home. The interior is not divided, so families

usually have separate buildings for sleeping, cooking, and

storage.

     Since traditionally visiting had been unannounced, the

compound setup was intended to ensure privacy. However,

many people are beginning to build four-corner houses and

are moving away from the compound style, both because

Western-style houses are a status symbol and for practical

reasons. Homes built from mud are being replaced with

homes using sand-made bricks, which are more durable.

Thatched roofs are also greatly decreasing, in part because the

long grass used to make them has become scarcer. Urban

homes are made of cement blocks with corrugated tin roofs,

and many urban homes have a wire, brick, or wood fence

around the property. As transportation links to rural areas

improve, these building materials are used for a growing

number of rural homes. Wealthy Basotho build Western-style

homes with bedrooms, usually three but perhaps as many as

seven or more. Many of these homes have multiple storeys

and garages for their cars.

Dating and Marriage

Dating and Courtship

Young people meet through community activities and,

especially in urban areas, through school and school

functions. Traditionally, Western dating has not been

common because public relationships between boys and girls

have been considered socially unacceptable. This attitude has

greatly decreased as dating has become more common. There

is no minimum socially acceptable age for dating, so many

people may begin dating as early as 12 years old.

     Marriage in Society

Marriage is viewed as an important social institution. When a

couple intends to marry, they will introduce themselves to

each family. Adult children usually remain with their parents

until they marry, and often afterward. Families are heavily

involved in marriage and wedding negotiations (related to the

bride-price and logistics). The family of the groom is

expected to pay a bride-price (lobola) in cattle or money to

the bride's family, though this practice is declining because of

the economic strain it places on the groom’s family.

     When a woman marries, she moves to her husband's

compound, which may be shared with his parents and others.

Her in-laws may give her a new name, which is often the

same name they give to her first born. Whether a woman

changes her surname upon marriage or attaches her husband’s
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to her own depends on her degree of education and career

status. For instance, a woman named Mathabi Likhomo with

a college degree marrying a man with the surname Molete

might choose to go byMathabi Likhomo-Molete rather than 

Mathabi Molete.

     Same-sex marriage is not legal in Lesotho.

     Weddings

Most marriages have a Western-style ceremony. The

ceremony is usually at a church, with a priest or minister

presiding. A “marriage speech” is given by an appointed

person, and a prayer is given for the newlyweds.

Western-style clothing is usually worn, though brides do not

generally wear white wedding dresses but rather colorful

ones. The new couple takes pictures with family and friends,

and a gathering with food and drink follows. The new couple

also receives gifts from those in attendance. Singing and

speeches continue until the new couple leaves. In more

traditional families, those who are married may give

speeches, providing advice to the couple, and alcohol

consumption is reserved for older members of the family.

Other families usually have friends of the bride and groom

speak, and alcohol is consumed by all of legal age, which is

18.

     Divorce

Divorce is legal but not very common. It is frowned upon by

society, regardless of reason, and people who are divorced

(especially women) are often looked upon as a disgrace to

their families.

Life Cycle

Birth

A woman's pregnancy is not openly discussed around men.

Traditionally, men could not be present during the birth, and

only family members were allowed in the house afterward.

However, now more men are present during the birth of their

children, and some close friends are also now allowed in the

house. The new mother does not go outside for one month

after giving birth. A rope stretched from the roof to the

ground in front of the door indicates the birth of a new baby.

The newborn stays with the mother always and is breastfed up

to the age of two. Most parents give their children both a

Sesotho name and a Christian name. A first-born child is

named by the father’s parents.

     Milestones

Though not all young people participate, circumcision schools

serve as rites of passage for boys and sometimes girls.

Participants, typically between ages 13 and 17, are educated

away from the village, often in the mountains, where they

learn the responsibilities of adulthood and other traditional

matters. This education lasts six months and usually begins in

early August. Upon returning to the village, a feast and

celebration honor the new adults.

     Graduation from school, especially high school, is a big

event and is celebrated. Villages hold end-of-school

graduation parties for schoolchildren.

     Death

Basotho typically dress the body of a deceased family

member themselves and organize a feast with singing and

homemade beer to honor their loved one. In most cases,

priests are called in to lead the function. Deceased persons

used to be buried in a sitting position, under the belief that

this would allow the spirit to ascend to heaven easily, but this

practice is no longer common. The deceased is now buried in

a coffin, the expense of which is an important status symbol

for the family. Usually, the entire village attends the funeral.

     The day after the funeral, traditional families cut their hair

and wear a black cloth around their necks as a sign of

mourning. A mourning period of about 30 days is observed

by all relatives of the deceased. A widow may also wear a

special black gown to indicate she just lost a husband.

Widows usually stay indoors or at least return home before

sundown. The mourning time for widows is sometimes longer

than it is for the rest of the family; it lasts from the time of

death until the upcoming fall or winter. In order to complete

her mourning period, a widow must perform cleansing rites,

which some believe could negatively affect crop production.

It is thought that by waiting until winter (after the harvest) to

perform these rites, a widow does not risk harming the

harvest through her actions.

Diet

The Basotho diet consists of mealie meal (cornmeal), rice,

potatoes, vegetables (cabbage, peas, etc.), and some fruits.

Pap, a stiff cornmeal porridge, is eaten often, as is the

sorghum-based porridge motoho. Among poorer Basotho, it

might be eaten with every meal. The wealthy eat pap less

often, replacing it with rice or pasta. Overall, their diet

includes more meat and packaged foods. For example,

modern cold cereals are becoming popular for breakfast.

Lunch traditionally consists of moroho (cooked vegetables)

and nama (meat). The evening meal is around 7 p.m. and

contains the same foods eaten at lunch. Nama ea khomo

(beef), nama ea khoho (chicken), and nama ea kolobe (pork)

are popular meats.

Recreation

Sports

Soccer (called bolo in Lesotho) is the most popular sport,

especially among students. Many Basotho follow South

African, English, and European professional soccer leagues.

Some urban residents play volleyball, netball (a

basketball-like game usually played by girls), basketball, and

increasingly, tennis. Golf, rugby, and marathon running are

becoming popular as well. Rural residents, particularly older

ones, do not generally participate in sports or recreation, as

most of their time is devoted to farm work.

     Leisure

Visiting and holidays provide leisure and recreational

opportunities. Television, movies, and soapies (soap operas,

usually from South Africa) are increasingly popular,

especially among urban youth. Young boys and girls often

use their imagination in role-playing games. Girls also enjoy

cheko (a game similar to hopscotch). Many Basotho love to

sing and can harmonize with ease. Boys frequently gather in

the evenings to sing traditional songs. Most social gatherings

involve some sort of singing and drinking. Drinking alcoholic

beverages at any time of day is considered acceptable. The

legal drinking age is 18. Picnicking is becoming more
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common, as are tourism and travel.

The Arts

The Basotho are proud of their native crafts, including

pottery, leather work, wool or mohair tapestries, and straw

weavings. Straw mokorotlo, or molianyeoe, hats are one of

Lesotho's most distinctive handicrafts. Artisans decorate

woolen blankets with historical depictions. Examples of all of

these items are displayed at the annual Morija Cultural

Festival in late September and early October.

     The Basotho people have strong traditions of music and

dance. Performances take place at informal gatherings and at

special events such as marriages and funerals. Village and

school choirs hold singing competitions as fundraisers;

audience members pay to hear their favorite songs from their

favorite choirs. Traditional musical instruments are often

made of old tin containers, animal hides, and gourds. A

popular traditional instrument is the lesiba, a stringed reed

frequently played by young men as a method of herding

cattle, which are trained to follow the music. Contemporary

music consists of singing accompanied by the piano,

accordion, and drums.

     Despite these strong traditions and the pride that the

Basotho have in them, traditional activities are rapidly

declining in the country. Those who participate in these

activities often learn of them through books rather than

formally training in them.

Holidays

Lesotho's official public holidays include New Year's Day (1

January), Moshoeshoe's Day (12 March), Easter

(Friday–Monday), the King’s Birthday (17 July),

Independence Day (5 October), Christmas (25 December),

and Boxing Day (26 December).

     Official Holidays

Moshoeshoe’s Day celebrates the first king, Moshoeshoe I.

The day is marked throughout the country, mostly by

schoolchildren, who observe the day with sporting activities

and songs. Celebrations to mark the current king’s birthday

rotate from district to district every year. These celebrations

feature horseracing, singing, and speeches. Independence Day

is marked with great celebrations involving speeches by the

most important people in government. Easter and Christmas

are the most popular religious holidays. Boxing Day comes

from the British tradition of giving small boxed gifts to

service personnel and tradesmen. It is now usually a day spent

visiting friends and relatives.

     Other Holidays

Other important days are also celebrated. Army Day (20

January), celebrated mainly in Maseru, is a day-long spectacle

in which the military demonstrates its preparedness and

capabilities. The show includes parachute teams, rifle teams,

firing demonstrations, and an inspection of the military by the

king. Tree Planting Day (21 March) is important because

Lesotho is subject to severe soil erosion and has virtually no

forests. The government sponsors tree-planting projects to

provide future building and fuel supplies and to guard against

further erosion. The birthday of the late Queen Mother,

‘Mamohato Bereng Seeiso, (28 May) is celebrated with great

enthusiasm. It often features songs that praise her strong

cultural influence. Villages hold end-of-school graduation

parties for schoolchildren after the school year.

SOCIETY 

Government

Structure

Lesotho is a constitutional monarchy divided into 10 districts.

King Letsie III is head of state but has no executive or

legislative duties. Executive authority is vested in the prime

minister, who is the leader of the majority party in the

National Assembly, Parliament’s lower house, and is the head

of government. The National Assembly has 120 elected

members (80 of whom are directly elected, with the

remaining 40 chosen through proportional representation),

who serve five-year terms. The Senate, Parliament’s upper

house, consists of 22 principal chiefs and 11 members

appointed by the king on advice from the Council of State (a

body of important officials from within and outside the

government). Under traditional law, the College of Chiefs has

the power to dethrone the king, select successors, and appoint

regents. Local authority is divided between elected councils

and traditional chiefs. Women are playing an increasingly

larger role in national and local government.

     Political Landscape

Political instability has been a major characteristic of Lesotho

government since independence, though the king has

promised to not interfere with politics, which should

eliminate a historic source of instability. Much of the

instability in recent years has come through election-related

conflict. The All Basotho Convention (ABC) holds the most

legislative seats. The next largest party, the Democratic

Congress (DC), is an offshoot of the Lesotho Congress for

Democracy (LCD), which had maintained power for 14 years.

Several other parties also contest elections and hold seats in

the Assembly.

     Government and the People

The government generally respects personal freedoms, such

as speech, association, and religion. The media is also

generally free, though there are instances of harassment of

reporters who criticize the government. While the government

has taken a strong stance against corruption, it remains a

problem, and the courts are vulnerable to outside influence.

All citizens may vote beginning at age 18. Since the early

2000s, voter turnout has decreased significantly.

Economy

Lesotho lacks abundant natural resources (except water and

diamonds) and relies largely on subsistence agriculture, which

includes raising livestock. The economy also depends on

wages earned by Basotho workers in South African mines,

but the closure of many mines has sharply reduced the labor

demand. Unemployment affects about 28 percent of the

population. Wealth is highly concentrated. The Lesotho

Highlands Water Project, involving the construction of dams

and the sale of water to South Africa, has helped boost

economic growth.
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     Grazing rights are communal, but arable land is allocated

to individuals and families by local councils and chiefs. Most

people grow crops as one of a number of livelihood strategies,

but because of the small size of land holdings, only a minority

relies on agriculture as their sole source of income. Maize

(corn), wheat, sorghum, and barley are the main crops. Nearly

all food is consumed domestically. Wool, mohair, cattle,

hides, diamonds, and some manufactured goods are exported.

Industries include food, beverages, textiles, clothing,

construction, and tourism. Native crafts are also important to

the economy. Both the South African rand and the Basotho

loti (plural is maloti) are acceptable currency in Lesotho. The

loti (LSL) is backed by the rand (ZAR).

Transportation and Communications

Maseru is a small city, and it is easy to walk to its farthest

points. A number of minibuses (called combies) operate

mostly along Maseru's main street and travel between cities in

the lowlands. Combies and full-sized buses travel to

destinations in the eastern mountains. In keeping with British

tradition, traffic moves on the left side of the road. Paved

roads are generally in good condition, but most roads are

unpaved. Domestic air travel links Maseru with some

mountain cities. Daily flights go to Johannesburg, South

Africa. Some areas of the country are accessible only by

horse or foot. The Basotho pony is famous in southern Africa

for its surefootedness. It has been bred over the years

specifically for mountain transport. Many people in remote

areas have never traveled outside of their area.

     The communications system is improving, but interior

mountain locations are often accessible only by radio.

Landline telephone service outside Maseru is sporadic.

Cellular reception is often more reliable, especially in the

western lowlands, and cellular phone service is increasing,

though it is still not widespread in rural areas. Mail service is

not always dependable.

     The government sponsors a radio station and the country’s

only television station. Several private newspapers also

function. Television broadcasts are received from South

Africa. For an hour each evening, Lesotho preempts the

programming to show its own news and some entertainment.

Most areas, except remote mountain locations, have access to

television. The government generally respects freedom of the

press, though aggressive libel lawsuits cause many news

organizations to exercise self-censorship. The internet is also

uncensored, though its use remains low.

Education

Structure and Access

Influenced by the British colonial system, primary schooling

consists of seven levels, or standards. Students typically

begin standard one at age six. Primary education is free and

compulsory for all students, though attendance is still difficult

for boys who must tend livestock. Parents who fail to send

their children to school can be arrested, though attendance

laws are rarely enforced. At the completion of all seven

levels, an exam is administered. If students pass and their

family can afford tuition and board, they begin secondary

education. After completing three years of secondary school

and passing an exam, students receive a Junior Certificate and

may enroll in high school. High school is two years. Families

are responsible for funding a child’s secondary and high

school education, and since many cannot pay, many children

do not continue past primary school. Because boys often must

tend flocks all day for months at a time, more girls are

enrolled in school than boys. This has resulted in higher

literacy rates for women.

     Most schools are run by the government or by churches,

under the direction of the Ministry of Education. The Catholic

Church operates many of the church schools. Many

church-run schools receive some funding from the

government, and teachers at these schools are paid by the

government. Some private schools also operate, but they

receive no funding from the government because they are

usually expected to be strong enough financially to not need

government assistance. Though both government- and

church-run schools are affordable to most families, these

schools are perceived by many to be of a lesser quality than

private schools, which are more expensive.

     School Life

English is an important subject in each level of school, and

students cannot progress through school without passing

English classes. Math and science subjects are also important,

especially beginning in secondary school. Students are

usually given homework, and tests throughout the year help

ensure that students are progressing. Teaching is mostly

lecture or discussion based. Technology in classrooms is

limited because of cost and a lack of access to electricity.

Most parents do not actively involve themselves in their

children’s education because they are often not very educated

themselves. Relationships between students and teachers are

kept strictly professional. A growing trend of cheating in

secondary and high schools is causing concern. Often this

cheating is encouraged by teachers to hide the fact that they

did not teach effectively, though schools also want to compete

with each other for the best scores. Students and teachers

caught cheating are suspended.

     Higher Education

Students who pass the test following high school are eligible

to attend university in Lesotho (at either the National

University of Lesotho or the Limkokwing University of

Creative Technology) or abroad. Vocational schools are also

available. The Distance Teaching Centre provides basic

education to adults who did not go to school. Higher

education is expensive, and the government often sponsors

students through loans, which are repaid after a student

finishes school. A student is eligible for the sponsorship only

if he or she continues to pass. If the student fails, the

sponsorship halts, and the student is responsible for his or her

own tuition. Many drop out in this case because they cannot

afford tuition.

Health

HIV/AIDS is Lesotho's greatest health concern. The nation

has one of the world's highest rates of HIV/AIDS infection:

about 25 percent of adults aged 15 to 49 are infected. Because

of Lesotho's elevation, many other diseases common to Africa

are not found within the country. Water is generally safe in
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the capital. Each district has a government hospital in addition

to church-sponsored hospitals and community clinics. The

level of health care available varies greatly with location.

Services are better in urban areas and near the borders. Those

living near the borders can seek care in South Africa.

Traditional medicine is practiced throughout the country but

is especially common in remote areas.

AT A GLANCE 

Contact Information

Embassy of the Kingdom of Lesotho, 2511 Massachusetts

Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20008; phone (202) 797-5533;

website www.lesothoemb-usa.gov.ls.

Country and Development Data

Capital Maseru

Population 1,958,042 (rank=144)

Area (sq. mi.) 11,720 (rank=137)

Area (sq. km.) 30,355

Human Development Index 160 of 188 countries

Gender Inequality Index 132 of 188 countries

GDP (PPP) per capita $3,900

Adult Literacy 70% (male); 88% (female)

Infant Mortality 48 per 1,000 births

Life Expectancy 53 (male); 53 (female)

Currency Loti
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